
Los Angeles Dance Project: Specific Repertory Requirements 

 
 
ORPHEUS HIGHWAY 
 

Stage Requirements:  
Minimum Proscenium Opening: 40’ wide x 32’ (13m wide x 10m high) 
Minimum Stage Depth: 33’ (10m) from Plaster Line to upstage most line set Minimum 
Number of Linesets: 20 (Electrics and Soft Goods) 
Minimum Height Clearance Offstage: 5m unobstructed offstage and in wings 
Crossover Space Requirements: Stage level, upstage of last line-set or behind stage (Not 
included in minimum stage depth.)  
 
Minimum Plot Specifications:  

● Between six to ten overhead electrics – number depends on size of venue and              
program. 

● Minimum of 180 2.4k dimmers 
● At least (6) 5k dimmers 
● 2 colors of backlight wash covering the entire stage with control for left,             

center, and right. Typically PAR64 MFL’S hung 8 units across per color, 3             
rows deep. 

● 2 colors of frontlight wash covering the entire stage with control for left,             
center, and right. Typically 5 units across per color from FOH and the same              
from the #1 Electric. 

● 2 colors of box boom washes from the sides of the auditorium. 
● 10 lighting towers / booms (5 per side) with 4 units per boom: 2 shins, mid,                

and head. Typically 40 Source Four 36º or equivalent. 
● 3 colors of asymmetric cyc lights from a ground row for rear-lighting drops             

evenly across 45’ / 14m. Typically 30 units @ 1kw each. 

The video playback for Orpheus Highway is a single channel of continuous HD             
video projected on a full stage screen upstage of the dancers. The ideal setup is               
rear projection onto a dark grey stretched RP screen. Rear projection requires 28’             
upstage of projection surface with a .67 lens or 14’ upstage with a .36 lens.. The                
video can also be front-projected onto a cyc from a projector mounted from the              
first electric or other rigging point sufficiently far downstage with a .67 lens. The              
visual and audio content is run on Qlab from a recent Macbook Pro in a backstage                
location. The content is one continuous video file with two channels of audio and              
just one “go” cue with additional cues for curtain calls. Video can be run by the                
production stage manager or a local operator. The Presenter must provide the            
following: 

● Video 
◦ One Projector of no less than 14,000 lumens and native resolution 1920x1080            



(or higher) with a .67 lens (front projection) or .36 lens (rear projection) 
◦ Mount for Projector 
◦ External Douser (remote or DMX control) 
◦ Signal cable of sufficient length (100’ minimum) to reach company laptop           

onstage Acceptable digital signals include HDMI, DVI, and SDI. 
● Scenery 

◦ Grey Vinyl dance-floor 
◦ White or grey plastic cyclorama for projection surface upstage 
◦ 1 Set additional black velour legs hung further onstage than repertory legs to             

mask projection surface 
◦ 1 pipe downstage pipe to hang video projector (near 1st Electric) 
◦ Black Scrim if rear-projection on white cyc is being used 

● Specific Repertory Light Requirements 
◦ (36) Individually circuited high side lights from overhead electrics (36          

profiles/ lekos) typically 26 degrees. 
 

 


